
Introduction

The common Sanskrit expressions referring to a directional 

guardian deity are “lokapcila” (guardian of the world in general, or 

of a particular world or sphere) or “dikpdla” (guardian of a specific 

direction), as well as a few related words. The canonical group of 

directional guardians consists of eight or ten members. The group 

of ten guardians consists of the following members, listed below 

with their common vehicles and attributes. In the group of eight 

(astadikpalas), the last two members have been omitted, and for 

the group of four lokapalas, popular in the early period, only the 

guardians of the four cardinal directions are represented:

Directional Guardian

Simplified Characterization

Direction Vehicle Attributes

Indra King of Gods east elephant thunderbolt

Agni God of Fire south-east goat rosary and waterpot

Yama Lord of Death south buffalo staff

Nairrta Lord of Demons, 

also referred to as Nirrti

south-west nara 

(anthropoid)

sword

Varuna

Lord of the Waters

west makara 

(mythical aquatic 

animal)

noose

Vayu

God of the Wind or Air

north-west antelope billowing cloth 

or standard

Kubera

Lord of Riches

OF Soma, generally identical 

with Candra, the Moon God

north;

dto.

varying, 

mostly nara 

(anthropoid) 

or ram; 

varying

club;

rosary and waterpot

isana “Lord”, 

outwardly identical with Siva

north-east bull trident

Brahma

Creator

zenith goose book

Ananta

Serpent vehicle of Visnu

nadir tortoise wheel

These gods, some of whom were also worshipped independently, 

were given the task of guarding particular parts of a temple. This 

protection against external evil forces functions within an intricate 

system of religious beliefs and ritual practices. During the early 

development of stone temple architecture in India, c. 5th through 

8th centuries a.d., the probably already existing invisible, ritually 

invoked presence of directional guardians at building sites (section 

2.1.2), was complemented by the visual representation of the deities 

in the form of stone panels in high relief. Apart from the depiction 

of dikpalas on temple exteriors, which is largely restricted to North 

India, the directional guardians can also be found on ceilings and 

other parts of the temple structure.

Theologically, the dikpalas represent a group of minor gods, 

subordinate to the main gods of Brahmanism or Hinduism, with 

extensions into Buddhism and Jainism also. Their presence sym

bolizes space, and thus, their subordination signifies the main 

deity’s supremacy over the universe.

In the Indian subcontinent, the awareness of space was highly 

developed at an early period. The Vedic ritual practices (the early 

Vedic texts date from about 1500-1000 B.C.), in which the whole 

world was involved in ritual action, first led to the absolute orienta

tion of these actions. The necessity to clearly differentiate between 

the directions resulted in the elaboration of their particular charac

teristics and their descriptions occurred in most of the earlier texts. 

The allotment of specific deities to these categories of space was 

gradually modified, eventually resulting in a system of subtle dif

ferentiation of elemental realms, characters and functions among 

the directional guardians (tables I-II). However, several parallel 

versions of this system have always existed and continued to be 

described in the later Vedic texts (tables III-VI).

The development in the representation of dikpalas, which is first 

traceable from the two labelled guardian figures on the Buddhist 

stupa at Bharhut, c. 2nd century B.c. (section 2.1.1), was not a 

linear evolution, but a very complex process, consisting of several 

distinct main lines of development, a few of which ended abruptly 

(sections 2.1-2.3). Particularly during the early period of develop

ment, various concepts regarding the composition of the group must 

have existed side-by-side.

While emphasis is laid on the visual representation, a study of 

the literary concepts of the dikpalas from the time of their earliest 

pictorial representation (sections 1.3-1.4) is included here, thus 

enabling a comparative study of the literary and visual tradition. 

Although the number of texts including detailed iconographical 

descriptions of the dikpdla images is relatively small and the corre

spondence between text and image remains largely unclear, the tex

tual study has assisted in the clarification of several problems and 

has afforded considerable information. It has not only facilitated in 

an interpretation of the sculptures, but has also highlighted the reli

gious background and aided in the understanding of the contempo

rary artistic freedom.

The visual form of the directional guardians is composed of the 

usual features of Indian deities: their bodies exhibit signs of excel

lence, which are enhanced by jewellery; the headdress is elaborate; 

one or more attributes, usually carried in the hands, indicate the 

function and character of the deity; the vehicle of the god, or in its 

stead, a particular device below the god, indicates another aspect of 

his inherent nature. Less frequently, a consort or attendants accom

pany the deity.

The time limit of 1000 a.d. has been chosen here, since this is 

considered the tentative date for the introduction of the complete 

dikpdla set in the extreme south of India. Shortly before this date, in 

North India, the general introduction of four-armed dikpalas reveals 

a marked change of concept with new iconographical aspects, which 

is not included here. Thus, although the development differed great

ly in the north and (extreme) south of the country, the date of 1000 

a.d. has a special relevance in both regions.

Documentation and investigation of dikpdla representation is 

still little developed. In some publications, the dikpalas are treated 

in the same way as in an encyclopaedic work of the last century, 

J. Dowson’s Classical Dictionary of Hindu Mythology & c. (1879: 

180). This historically rather late version, most probably following 

the Matafigalila, prescribes elephants as vehicles for all the dikpalas 

as well as for their consorts. This concept, however, played no role 

in art.

In Indian art historical research during the 20th century, very 

few studies have been devoted to the subject of dikpalas. A 

profound article written by J.E. van Lohuizen-de Leeuw: The 

Dikpalakas in Ancient Java (1955), lists some basic facts about 

dikpalas but is also rather speculative regarding a hypothetical 

early concept of dikpalas that existed in South India. Since then, 

however, no particular evidence has come up to prove this hypo

thesis.

During the last decades, a number of monographs have ap

peared, which contain sections on dikpalas. A limited number of 

articles has been devoted exclusively to the subject of dikpalas. 

However, these articles often deal with images only at particular
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sites (H.C. Das 1974; G. Michell 1973; Bh. Sahai 1994; L.K. Tri- 

pathi 1965-66; D.N. Varma 1988) or have a limited scope, e.g. not 

referring to any of the previous research works (S.B. Srivastava 

1993-95). The rather large number of articles and other works on 

single members of the dikpala group contain some interesting 

observations and other preliminary results (e.g., K.D. Bajpai 1997; 

L. van den Bosch 1982; B.Ch. Chhabra 1935; D. Klimburg- 

Salter 1981; M.R. Majmudar 1943; K.P. Merh 1996; P. Pal 

1979; D.M. Srinivasan 1990). Another important step has been 

made by G. Bhattacharya (1987; 1990), who first distinguished 

between the usual group of directional guardians and a related group 

of deities, for which I have chosen the term “Manu Lokapalas”. 

Regarding the basic concept of space, a dynamic aspect of the 

generally static set-up of the regions has been recently traced by 

Hilde K. Link (1999: 150-166).

The development of dikpala representation in art has been 

briefly sketched by the authors of monographs (T. E. Donaldson 

1987; R.D. Trivedi 1990). Their attempts form the true beginnings 

of systematic research, as it has been undertaken in the present study.

An unpublished Ph. D. dissertation by R. P. Goswami 

Astadikpalas in Literature and Art (1979) forms an admirable 

collection of literary and art historical facts on the Brahmanical, 

Buddhist and Jaina versions of the dikpala traditions, but lacks a 

comparative, analytical approach in its art section. It is tempting in 

Indian art history, to follow the traditional Indian approach by 

regarding the literary concepts as absolutely valid and therefore 

only evaluate, literally from case to case, inhowfar these have been 

realized in art. However, a truly analytical approach should critic

ally highlight the relationship between text and image, without 

taking an unquestionable authority of the texts for granted.

In the present work, both in literature and art, data has been col

lected from a broad material basis. It was carefully analyzed and 

studied from different aspects. In the process of describing the art 

objects and evaluating the data, an unbiased position has been 

taken, e.g. by keeping literature and art apart and only treating them 

as parallel expressions of a specific tradition. Emphasis will be laid 

on the art tradition as a largely independent system, with its own 

potential for development. Even when a literary passage is men

tioned during the discussion, it is treated only as kind of parallel 

evidence. In this connection, I refer to a passage from a study of the 

relationship between treatises on architecture and sculpture 

(silpasdstraD) and works of art:

If we rely exclusively upon surviving shilpashastric texts to inter

pret Indian art, we shall never understand it, since these texts are 

manifestly those of a small group not composed of artists but of their 

social superiors, the priestly guardians of cultural tradition. [...] It is 

a culturally contextualising vehicle for a field of creativity which 

ran the risk of individualisation (how acutely perceived we do not 

know) and hence also the risk of a loss of cultural identity on the 

part of the individual artist [...] It supports, rather than censors art 

by not permitting it to be seen losing sight of its cultural vision. (T.S. 

Maxwell 1989: 15)

The main section of the present study is formed by the chronologi

cally arranged, analytical descriptions of the art works of specific 

regions of modern India. At the same time, subjects leading to a 

better understanding of the development and also cross-references 

will be included in order to form a coherent picture of the complex 

processes which were involved.

In the final, iconographic sections, the general modes of repre

sentation of the dikpdlas will be described, followed by an individ

ual treatment of the deities, with an emphasis on the particular types 

of their depiction, without categorizing too much.

Among the newly gathered information on the material, the consid

erable regional variation in the depiction of directional guardians 

(i.e. Central Indian versus Western Indian vehicles) has been par

ticularly fascinating. Cases of regional development could be 

observed as well as cases of transfer or influence from one region 

to the other. To investigate whether any political systems were 

involved in the latter progress would lead too far in the present 

context. This aspect could form a subject for further study. How

ever, a basic connection between the dikpala?, and political power 

already exists, since a true sovereign has to hold sway over the 

directions.

In the present work, the regions of India are treated the following 

way:

Northern India Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, 

Uttar Pradesh (U.P.)

Central India

In a simplified manner, “North India ” may 

also refer to all the regions north of the 

Deccan.

Madhya Pradesh (M.P.)

Eastern India Bihar, Bengal, Orissa, northern Andhra

Deccan

Pradesh

Karnataka, southern part of Andhra Pradesh

Western India

Southern India Tamilnadu, Kerala

In a simplified manner, “South India ” may 

also refer to the Deccan, Tamilnadu and 

Kerala.

Rajasthan, Gujarat

Spelling: For the transcription of site names, diacritical marks have 

been employed here to be as adequate as possible, although being 

aware of the shortcomings of this method. For the rendering of place 

names other than art historical sites, the diacritical marks have been 

omitted.

Figures: For the photographs of artworks illustrated here, previous 

publications, if any, of the respective piece have not been strictly 

referred to.

Directional reference: The direction which a dikpala image faces 

is mentioned without brackets, while the direction implied, by the 

placement of the image near the respective corner of the wall facing 

that direction, is referred to in brackets. Thus, ‘north(-west)’ means 

‘placed on the north wall, close to the northwestern corner.’
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Map of India with Major Temple Sites

Baramba 42 Narayanapuram

Barwasagar 22 Dev Barunarak 43 Osian

Batesara 23 Dharmapuri 44 Paharpur

Benisagar 24 Elephanta 45 Palari

Bhavanasi Sarigam 25 Ellora 46 Pattadakal

Bhubaneswar 26 Gallavalli 47 Pawaya

Bhumara 27 Ganeswarpur 48 Plpad

Bikkavolu 28 Garigaikondacolapuram 49 Pratakota

Bithu 29 Gwalior 50 Satyavolu

Caurasi 30 Indor 51 Tanjavur

Chatrarhi 31 Kanauj 52 Tirukkadaiyur

Cittaudgadh 32 Kancipuram 53 Tirunelveli

Darig 33 Khed 54 Umri

Deogadh 34 Kudaveli 55 Varanasi
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